Providing world-class care for athletes

International athletic competitions such as the Olympics bring competitors, fans and coaches from across the world together. Phillip Vardiman, assistant professor of health, sport and exercise science, is conducting a study to see how such events might bring different areas of medicine together, not in the hope of winning medals, but providing better treatment.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

New home, news pages unveiled

The KU home page along with select second-level navigational and informational pages have a new look today as part of KU’s ongoing transition to new, Drupal-based content management system.
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KU names assistant vice provost

Lucy Sankey Russell has been appointed assistant vice provost for undergraduate studies. Russell comes to KU from the University of Virginia, where she has served as director of the Center for Undergraduate Excellence since 2007.
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KUDOS

Geology chair named to board

Luis González, chair of the Department of Geology, has been elected as a member of the national board of directors for the Society for Advancement of Hispanics/Chicanos & Native Americans in Science.
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TODAY’S EVENTS

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Men’s basketball vs. Baylor
Monday, January 14, 2013
8 p.m.
Allen Fieldhouse
View all events

TODAY’S EVENTS

TWITTER

@kubigjay It may be cold outside, but knowing that it’s a gameday warms the spirit! #rockchalk
View all tweets
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